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In the published manuscript, ~1 ms should be corrected to ~1 ms in both ‘‘. the speed limit of RNA folding is ~1 ms just
as .’’ in the Abstract and ‘‘. the speed limit for protein folding is also ~1 ms .’’ on page L12, to read:
In the Abstract,
‘‘. the speed limit of RNA folding is ~1 ms just as .’’.
On page L12,
‘‘. the speed limit for protein folding is also ~1 ms.’’.
The authors thank Anna Wirth for bringing this error to their attention.doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.02.011D. A. Nedosekin,* E. I. Galanzha, Srinivas Ayyadevara, Robert J. Shmookler Reis, and V. P. Zharov
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2012. Photothermal confocal spectromicroscopy of multiple cellular chromophores and fluorophores. Biophys. J.
102:672–681.
Authors update names to:
Dmitry A. Nedosekin, Ekaterina I. Galanzha, Srinivas Ayyadevara, Robert J. Shmookler Reis, and Vladimir P. Zharov.
Authors also acknowledge the help of Dr. Alexandru S. Biris (University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences) in preparation of
gold film samples.doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.02.012
